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Seawater rare earth element (REE) concentrations are increasingly applied to reconstruct
water mass histories by exploiting relative changes in the distinctive normalised patterns.
However, the mechanisms by which water masses gain their patterns are yet to be
fully explained. To examine this, we collected water samples along the Extended Ellett
Line (EEL), an oceanographic transect between Iceland and Scotland, and measured
dissolved REE by offline automated chromatography (SeaFAST) and ICP-MS. The
proximity to two continental boundaries, the incipient spring bloom coincident with the
timing of the cruise, and the importance of deep water circulation in this climatically
sensitive gateway region make it an ideal location to investigate sources of REE to
seawater and the effects of vertical cycling and lateral advection on their distribution. The
deep waters have REE concentrations closest to typical North Atlantic seawater and are
dominated by lateral advection. Comparison to published seawater REE concentrations
of the same water masses in other locations provides a first measure of the temporal
and spatial stability of the seawater REE signal. We demonstrate the REE pattern is
replicated for Iceland-Scotland OverflowWater (ISOW) in the Iceland Basin from adjacent
stations sampled 16 years previously. A recently published Labrador Sea Water (LSW)
dissolved REE signal is reproduced in the Rockall Trough but shows greater light and
mid REE alteration in the Iceland Basin, possibly due to the dominant effect of ISOW
and/or continental inputs. An obvious concentration gradient from seafloor sediments to
the overlying water column in the Rockall Trough, but not the Iceland Basin, highlights
release of light and mid REE from resuspended sediments and pore waters, possibly
a seasonal effect associated with the timing of the spring bloom in each basin. The
EEL dissolved oxygen minimum at the permanent pycnocline corresponds to positive
heavy REE enrichment, indicating maximum rates of organic matter remineralisation
and associated REE release. We tentatively suggest a bacterial role to account for the
observed heavy REE deviations. This study highlights the need for fully constrained
REE sources and sinks, including the temporary nature of some sources, to achieve
a balanced budget of seawater REE.
Keywords: rare earths, biogeochemical cycle, ocean circulation, Northeast Atlantic, water mass tracer, chemical
tracer, Extended Ellett Line, Iceland-Scotland Overflow Water
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INTRODUCTION
The rare earth elements (REE) form a suite of 14 elements (i.e.,
the lanthanides) with chemical properties that vary systematically
across the group. The interpretation of relative changes in
REE concentrations makes them a powerful tool to investigate
advection, cycling and inputs of trace metals in seawater. When
normalised to the Post-Archaean Australian Shale (PAAS; Taylor
and McLennan, 1985), the balance of supply/removal processes
that fractionate seawater REE away from their lithogenic origins
is highlighted (e.g., Elderfield and Greaves, 1982; Bertram and
Elderfield, 1993). This fractionation is mainly attributed to the
increasing strength of REE complexation to carbonate ions as
mass number increases (Byrne and Kim, 1990), described by the
lanthanide contraction effect (Zhang and Nozaki, 1996). While
the heavy (H)REE are almost entirely bound by stable carbonate
complexes, the light (L)REE are present with a greater proportion
of free metal ions that makes them more susceptible to removal
from solution through adsorption reactions (Cantrell and Byrne,
1987; Byrne and Kim, 1990; Sholkovitz et al., 1994). This results
in the characteristic PAAS-normalised seawater REE pattern of
HREE enrichment relative to LREE (e.g., Elderfield and Greaves,
1982; Bertram and Elderfield, 1993; Alibo and Nozaki, 1999).
One exception to this is Ce, whose microbially mediated redox
chemistry results in substantially lower relative concentrations to
neighbouring REE (Moffett, 1990).
The relative changes in the distinctive pattern of dissolved
seawater REE are increasingly applied to reconstruct water
mass histories, e.g., provenance, continental inputs, intensity
of biogeochemical cycling, and water mass isolation time
(e.g., Zhang et al., 2008; Grenier et al., 2013, 2018; Garcia-
Solsona et al., 2014; Haley et al., 2014; Molina-Kescher et al.,
2014, 2018; Hathorne et al., 2015; Zheng et al., 2016; Grasse
et al., 2017). Dominant processes controlling the distribution
of open ocean REE are lateral advection by deep water masses
(e.g., Hathorne et al., 2015; Zheng et al., 2016) and the
effects of biogeochemical cycling (particle sorption/desorption,
remineralisation) on vertical profiles of REE (e.g., Sholkovitz
et al., 1994). Also important are the processes operating at the
continent-ocean interface, that dictate sources and sinks of REE
to seawater (e.g., Jeandel et al., 2011), and, gaining recognition,
are the role of organics in altering the reactivity and therefore
the fractionation of the REE (Schijf et al., 2015). Demonstrating
and ultimately quantifying the impact of these mechanisms
on seawater REE is essential for complete data interpretation.
Resolving seawater REE behaviour will also contribute to
constraining the marine Nd budget (i.e., the “Nd paradox”;
Goldstein and Hemming, 2003), the isotope compositions of
which are currently one of the most powerful chemical tracers of
water masses in modern oceanography (e.g., Grenier et al., 2014;
Lambelet et al., 2016) and palaeoceanographic reconstruction
(e.g., Wilson et al., 2014).
Processes operating at continental margins and the seawater-
sediment interface are amongst the least resolved. The emerging
picture of REE cycling in the ocean is one of dominant
removal (∼70%) of riverine REE in estuaries (Goldstein and
Jacobsen, 1988; Sholkovitz, 1993), ∼20% (Nd) contribution
from aeolian deposition (Tachikawa et al., 1999), negligible
REE from hydrothermal venting (German et al., 1990), and
variable contributions from sediments. This latter point includes
diagenetic release of REE from pore waters (Abbott et al.,
2015b; Haley et al., 2017), partial dissolution of particulates
(Grenier et al., 2013; Pearce et al., 2013), and release from river-
borne particulates in estuarine environments (Rousseau et al.,
2015). These seawater-sediment interactions are described by
“boundary exchange” and can result in release or scavenging
of REE (Lacan and Jeandel, 2005b; Jeandel et al., 2007, 2011;
Jeandel and Oelkers, 2015; Jeandel, 2016). This incomplete
understanding of themarine REE budget is reflectedmost acutely
by the input deficit in the marine Nd budget of ≤11,000 tons per
year (Arsouze et al., 2009), and serves to highlight the importance
of refining our knowledge of these seawater-sediment processes.
Organic complexation of seawater REE likely plays a role
in the distribution of REE through their affinity for negatively
charged sites on organic molecules (Byrne and Kim, 1990).
However, it remains a relatively unconstrained quantity at
present (e.g., Haley et al., 2014), with some identification
of organic uptake associated with surface ocean productivity
(Stichel et al., 2015; Grasse et al., 2017) but no complete
explanation of the process. Work on organic complexation has
identified strong HREE binding to bacterial phosphate functional
groups (Ngwenya et al., 2010; Takahashi et al., 2010), and strong
organic ligand complexation (Schijf et al., 2015). Uptake of
REE by biogenic silica has also been proposed (Akagi, 2013).
Where present in sufficient density, these functional groups may
serve to further fractionate seawater REE and could represent
one mechanism by which the nutrient-like vertical profiles of
dissolved REE are attained (Schijf et al., 2015). As rather tenuous
support of this, the often cited lack of a biological function for
the REE is starting to be countered by evidence for an active
role of the REE in bacterial processes (Lim and Franklin, 2004;
Martinez-Gomez et al., 2016, and references therein).
Here we present the seawater REE concentrations collected
on an annual oceanographic transect, the Extended Ellett Line
(EEL), which runs between Scotland and Iceland (∼60 ◦N,
∼−20 ◦E) and occupies a climatically sensitive gateway region in
the NEAtlantic. The EEL is ideally positioned to record the influx
of North Atlantic upper waters into the Greenland-Iceland-
Norwegian (GIN) Seas, the overflow of deep water masses exiting
the GIN Seas across the Iceland-Scotland Ridge at depth, and
their recirculation within the Rockall Trough and Iceland Basin.
Samples collected at five open ocean stations provide full water
column REE profiles, and contribute to the growing resolution of
REE distributions in water masses in the NE Atlantic, previously
sampled in the neighbouring Norwegian Sea (Lacan and Jeandel,
2004b), Irminger Basin (Lacan and Jeandel, 2004a), Iceland Basin
(Lacan and Jeandel, 2005a), and Labrador Sea (Filippova et al.,
2017). The comparison to data collected recently and ∼16 years
prior allows the first evaluation of the temporal and spatial
stability of the dissolved REE signature as chemical water mass
tracers. Samples were also collected from three coastal stations
at the Icelandic and Scottish extremes of the EEL (Figure 1).
The proximity of these two continental margins and the complex
bathymetry crossed by the EEL make it an ideal location to
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investigate the impact of various REE sources on the seawater
signatures of different water masses. In addition, the timing of the
spring bloom, coincident with the EEL cruise, provides further
insight into the effects of vertical biogeochemical cycling on REE
distributions.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Hydrography
The EEL spans the Rockall Trough, the Rockall-Hatton Plateau
and the Iceland Basin (Figure 1). The collection of oceanographic
data on at least an annual basis since 1975 in the Rockall Trough
and extended to the Iceland Basin from 1996 onwards makes the
EEL an exceptional resource (Holliday and Cunningham, 2013),
with many publications detailing the circulation of water masses
and their hydrographic and chemical properties. The overall
circulation along the EEL is one of warm and salty Atlantic upper
waters flowing in a north-easterly direction into the Nordic Seas,
underlain by a permanent thermocline that separates the surface
from the generally cyclonic circulation of dense, cold waters at
depth (Holliday et al., 2015; Figures 2, 3). Here, we summarise
the salient points.
The upper waters are dominated by the North Atlantic
Current (NAC) that draws in subtropical Eastern North Atlantic
Water (ENAW) and subpolar Western North Atlantic Water
(WNAW). Upper waters in the Rockall Trough are warmer and
saltier (>9.5◦C, >35.4 salinity) compared to the Iceland Basin
(>7.0◦C, >35.10 salinity; Figure 3; Holliday et al., 2000; Johnson
et al., 2013). These upper ocean waters have potential densities
of 27.20–27.50 kg/m3, and are overlain by a shallow layer
of seasonally affected surface waters (<27.20 kg/m3; Holliday
et al., 2015), although in 2015 water with these densities was
observed as a thin veneer over the surface of the Rockall
Trough (<35m deep) and did not extend into the Iceland
Basin (Figure 2). Typically WNAW has higher concentrations of
silica (≥7.3µmol/kg), phosphate (1.0–1.1µmol/kg) and nitrate
(14.6–15.6µmol/kg), whereas the ranges in ENAW tend to
be lower (silica: 2.4–5.8µmol/kg, phosphate: 0.6–1.0µmol/kg,
nitrate 10.0–12.2µmol/kg; Fogelqvist et al., 2003; McGrath et al.,
2012; Johnson et al., 2013). The values recorded during EEL
2015 cruise for both upper water masses fall at the lower end or
just below these ranges (Table 1), highlighting broader climate-
induced changes in ocean circulation that influence nutrient
concentrations (Johnson et al., 2013).
The permanent thermocline forms a coherent density layer
(27.50–27.70 kg/m3) at ∼900–1,400 dbar in the Rockall Trough,
but becomes broader and less well defined in the Iceland Basin
where it rises to ∼400 dbar (Figure 2). The oxygen depletion
zone (ODZ) and maximal nutrient concentrations are well
defined in the Rockall Trough but more diffuse in the Iceland
Basin. Minimum dissolved oxygen concentrations in the Rockall
Trough during the 2015 EEL cruise were 209µmol/kg, with
concomitant peaks in nutrients in silica (9.8µmol/kg), phosphate
(1.17µmol/kg) and total nitrogen (18.2µmol/kg; Table 1).
Below the permanent pycnocline in both basins, circulation is
dominated by Labrador Sea Water (LSW), present as a relatively
homogenous body of water (3–4◦C, 34.90–34.95 salinity, 27.70–
27.85 kg/m3; Holliday et al., 2015). Long-term observations
highlight the consistently fresher and colder properties of LSW
in the Iceland Basin compared to its signature in the Rockall
Trough (Holliday et al., 2015), reflecting greater mixing along its
pathway to reach the northern Rockall Trough. Typical dissolved
oxygen concentrations associated with LSW in the Rockall
Trough are 260–270µmol/kg, and relatively high concentrations
of silica (10.7–14.7µmol/kg), phosphate (1.0–1.2µmol/kg) and
nitrate (11.7–19µmol/kg; Fogelqvist et al., 2003; McGrath et al.,
2012; Johnson et al., 2013). During the 2015 EEL cruise, LSW
identified in both the Rockall Trough and the Iceland Basin had
dissolved oxygen and nutrient concentrations within these ranges
(Table 1).
The deepest depths of the Iceland Basin are occupied by
Iceland Scotland Overflow Water (ISOW; <3.0◦C, >27.85
kg/m3) from the Nordic Seas that enters mostly via the Faroe
Bank Channel and circulates along the western boundary of
the Iceland Basin. Cyclonic recirculation results in a smaller
flow of ISOW along the eastern side of the Basin (Kanzow
and Zenk, 2014), likely mixed to varying extent with the
overlying LSW (Holliday et al., 2015). ISOW is well ventilated
(268–286µmol/kg), with elevated concentrations of silica (9–
12.6µmol/kg) and nitrate (10–16µmol/kg; Fogelqvist et al.,
2003; McGrath et al., 2012). During the 2015 EEL cruise, ISOW
had nutrient concentrations within range of typical values,
although silica was low (9.8µmol/kg) and total nitrogen was high
(15.3µmol/kg; Table 1). Table 1 also highlights comparison to
published values of ISOW (Lacan and Jeandel, 2004b), collected
in the Faroe Shetland Channel in 1999. Several differences to the
properties of this ISOW (e.g., lower potential temperature and
salinity, greater potential density and dissolved oxygen) can be
ascribed to the effects of mixing and dilution as ISOW travels
through the overflow channels and the shallower depths of the
Iceland Basin, mixing with overlying NAC and LSW. This is
discussed in more detail in section Circulation Effects on REE
Distribution.
At the point the EEL crosses the Rockall Trough, water masses
denser than LSW (>27.85 kg/m3) are not consistently observed.
When present, Lower DeepWater (LDW;∼2.8◦C, 34.95 salinity;
Holliday et al., 2000) is a cold, dense water mass influenced by
Antarctic Bottom Water (New and Smythe-Wright, 2001). In
2015, only the deep eastern side of the Rockall Trough carried
water denser than LSW (not sampled in this study), which
has typical characteristics of elevated silica (35.3µmol/kg) and
nitrate (20.4µmol/kg; McGrath et al., 2013).
Methods
Samples were collected from nine stations during the EEL on
the RRS Discovery between 29 May and 17 June 2015 (Figure 1).
Of the open ocean stations, five have full profiles (6 depths
sampled) and station P has two samples. Seawater was collected
from Niskin bottles on a CTD rosette and immediately filtered
through 0.4µm polycarbonate Cyclopore filter membranes into
LDPE bottles, followed by acidification, double bagging and
refrigeration until analysis in the home laboratory. All equipment
in contact with the sample seawater was rigorously acid cleaned
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FIGURE 1 | (A) Location map with the 2015 Extended Ellett Line (EEL) stations in black dots. Deep, ocean currents are indicated by black arrows (below the
pycnocline). The cold overflow currents are shown by blue arrows. Dotted lines represent intermittent currents. Orange and yellow lines reflect the warm surface
waters. The locations of the Faroe-Shetland Channel (FSC), Faroe Bank Channel (FBC) and Wyville Thomson Ridge (WTR) are shown. For reference in the discussion,
also shown are the locations of Station 23 in the FSC (yellow square; Lacan and Jeandel, 2004b) and Stations 15.5 and 17.5 in the Labrador Sea (green squares;
Filippova et al., 2017). (B) Detailed view of the 2015 EEL stations, with those sampled in this study highlighted by large labelled symbols (blue, red, grey). Water
masses: DWBC, Deep Western Boundary Current; LSW, Labrador Sea Water; ISOW, Iceland-Scotland Overflow Water; DSO, Denmark Strait Overflow; NA, North
Atlantic Current; WNAW, Western North Atlantic Water; ENAW, Eastern North Atlantic Water. Ocean basins: LS, Labrador Sea; IB, Iceland Basin; IS, Irminger Sea;
RHP, Rockall-Hatton Plateau; RT, Rockall Trough; NS, Norwegian Sea. The figure was created using ODV software, available at https://odv.awi.de/ (Schlitzer, 2016).
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this and other figures herein, the reader is referred to the electronic version of this article).
prior to use (Buck and Paytan, 2012; Cutter et al., 2014). Station
9G and surface samples from Station O were not filtered.
The REE concentrations were determined on 20ml seawater
by ICP-MS (ThermoScientific Xseries 2) following off-line
preconcentration and removal of the salt matrix using a SeaFAST
system (ESI, USA), adapted from the on-linemethod of Hathorne
et al. (2012). External standardisation was applied using a 6
point calibration, the solutions of which were processed through
the SeaFAST in the same manner as the samples. Calibration
standards, reference seawater aliquots, and samples were indium
doped to monitor and correct for instrumental drift. Oxide
formation and interferences on the HREE were minimised
during tuning, and monitored by measurement of mass 156
(CeO). They were found to be <1% of the 140 Ce intensity
for the majority of samples. The exceptions were two samples
with a 156/140 ratio of ∼3%. These have not been included
in the dataset. Barium concentrations in the purified sample
solutions were monitored for oxide interference on europium.
137Ba intensities were <20% of 153Eu, and would require >10%
BaO formation to generate significant interferences on europium
(i.e., >2%) and so are not considered to be significant. All data
are presented in Table S1.
External reproducibility was determined by repeat
measurement of the GEOTRACES intercalibration seawater
from the Bermuda Atlantic Time Series (BATS 2,000m) and
NRC NASS-6 coastal water. Over the course of this study,
values ranged from 6 to 16% (2RSD) for the BATS and 7–16%
for the NASS-6 (Table 2). Comparison of the BATS 2,000m
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FIGURE 2 | Sections of: (A) temperature (◦C), (B) salinity, (C) potential density σθ (kg/m
3), (D) dissolved oxygen (µmol/kg), (E) silica (µmol/kg), (F) phosphate
(µmol/kg). The potential density section has contours delineating the ranges identified by Holliday et al. (2015) as representative of different water masses, with
acronyms identifying the dominant water mass (see Figure 1 caption for acronyms). The data are from 920 bottle samples (black dots) collected from 85 stations over
∼1,300 km of cruise track during the 2015 EEL campaign. The figure was created using ODV software, available at https://odv.awi.de/ (Schlitzer, 2016).
FIGURE 3 | (A) Depth (m) vs. potential temperature (◦C), (B) depth (m) vs. salinity, (C) potential temperature (◦C) vs. salinity with the isopycnals defined by the grey
lines, for the open ocean stations in this study during the 2015 EEL. The bottle data are indicated by symbols that correspond to those on the location map (Figure
1), superimposed on the CTD data. Small discrepancies between CTD and bottle data arise due to CTD data collection on the downcast and bottle data collection on
the up-cast. The depths of the deepest samples at IB16 are indicated in (C) with reference to section Circulation Effects on REE Distribution. The figure was created
using ODV software, available at https://odv.awi.de/ (Schlitzer, 2016).
concentrations to the consensus values (van de Flierdt et al.,
2012) reveal deviations of <7%, with the exceptions of Ce
and Sm (both 14%). We report the deviation to published
values of NASS-6 (Wang et al., 2014) for information only
as no certified values exist (Table 2). Duplicate samples
(same Niskin vs. different Niskin/similar depth) have relative
differences similar to the external reproducibility, and on
a few occasions were larger. Total procedural blanks run
through the preconcentration system were <1% of the
average sample signal, with the exceptions of Ce and Sm
that represented 17 and 10% respectively of the smallest sample
signal.
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TABLE 1 | Water mass properties of selected stations and depths along the EEL 2015 cruise, with comparison to end-member water masses in published work.
Water mass Potential
temp (◦C)
Salinity σθ (kg/m3) Oxygen
(µmol/kg)
Silica
(µmol/kg)
Phosphate
(µmol/kg)
Total N
(µmol/kg)
MREE/MREE* (a) HREE/LREE (b) References
EEL 2015 STATIONS
ENAW (O, 149m) 9.79 35.40 27.31 270.7 1.88 0.60 10.42 1.01 3.73
WNAW (IB16, 351m) 7.56 35.20 27.50 279.4 6.58 0.89 14.00 0.99 3.51
LSW (F, 1,000–1,499m) 4.22 34.98 27.77 261.0 11.20 1.13 16.87 0.89 4.15
LSW (IB9, 1,502m) 3.84 34.92 27.76 269.3 11.76 1.08 17.09 0.87 3.93
ISOW (IB16, 1,550m) 3.53 35.00 27.85 279.1 9.75 1.01 15.32 1.01 3.62
ISOW (IB16, 1,686m) 3.10 35.00 27.89 280.4 10.17 1.03 15.67 1.06 3.34
PUBLISHED WORK
ISOW (Stn 23) −0.35 34.89 28.03 440.66* 1.05 3.45 (1)
DLSW (Stns 15.5, 17.5) 3.49 34.92 27.77 264.42$ 0.89 3.86 (2)
BATS 2,000m 0.92 4.11 (3)
The PAAS normalised REE concentrations are presented as (a) the MREE anomaly (MREE/MREE* = (Gd+Tb+Dy)/[(La+Pr+Nd+Tm+Yb+Lu)/2]) and (b) the HREE/LREE ratio
([Tm+Yb+Lu]/[La+Pr+Nd]).
References: (1) (Lacan and Jeandel, 2004b); (2) (Filippova et al., 2017); (3) (van de Flierdt et al., 2012).
*Conversion from 10.14 ml/l.
$Conversion from 6.09 ml/l.
TABLE 2 | Dissolved REE concentrations in reference samples measured during the course of this study: consensus values of the GEOTRACES intercalibration seawater
from the Bermuda time series station (BATS) 2,000m (van de Flierdt et al., 2012); published values of (Wang et al., 2014) for NASS-6 (National Research Council Canada)
coastal seawater.
Element La Ce Pr Nd Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb Lu Y
BATS 2,000m (n = 19)
Mean concentration (pmol/kg) 23.76 4.41 4.31 18.48 3.93 0.93 5.07 0.82 6.00 1.54 5.23 0.76 5.07 0.84 153
2SD 2.05 0.55 0.31 1.14 0.62 0.13 0.55 0.09 0.58 0.14 0.50 0.08 0.52 0.09 14
2RSD (%) 9 12 7 6 16 14 11 10 10 9 10 10 10 10 9
Consensus values (pmol/kg) 23.61 5.12 4.03 17.33 3.45 0.91 4.84 0.79 5.780 1.52 5.04 0.75 4.76 0.81
2SD of consensus values 2.79 2.27 0.35 1.22 0.354 0.10 0.53 0.08 0.38 0.09 0.25 0.05 0.25 0.04
Deviation to consensus (%) 1 −14 7 7 14 2 5 4 3 1 4 2 6 4
NASS-6 (n = 12)
Mean concentration (pmol/kg) 72.15 28.71 10.76 45.50 8.05 1.59 9.74 1.39 9.81 2.39 8.01 1.12 7.74 1.26 229
2SD 7.69 4.56 0.75 3.70 0.80 0.15 0.84 0.13 0.84 0.21 0.66 0.1 0.6 0.1 23
2RSD (%) 11 16 7 8 10 10 9 10 9 9 8 12 7 8 10
Published values (pmol/kg) 75.20 31.25 11.72 45.90 8.79 1.76 8.30 1.46 9.77 2.34 7.81 1.07 7.42 1.17 264
2SD of published values 8.79 5.86 1.95 7.81 0.98 0.20 1.76 0.59 0.98 0.68 0.98 0.29 1.56 0.39 39
Deviation to published (%) −4 −8 −8 −1 −8 −9 17 −5 0 2 3 5 4 7 −13
RESULTS
The REE concentrations show relatively small increases with
depth (Figure 4, Table S1) that are atypical of open ocean
profiles (e.g., De Baar et al., 1985; Alibo and Nozaki, 1999;
Hathorne et al., 2015). The absence of pronounced increases
with depth most likely reflects the circulation of relatively
young water masses, ISOW in the Iceland Basin, and LSW in
both basins, and therefore the time limited accumulation of
remineralised loads of dissolved REE. In addition, the relatively
short water column depth (∼2,000m) of the sampled stations
reduces the remineralisation time of particulates and therefore
the release of REE into solution. At the stations in the Rockall
Trough (F, O, P), excluding the deepest samples, a relatively
small spread in REE concentrations is observed (e.g., 16.2–21.8
pmol/kg Nd). The Iceland Basin stations (IB16, IB9) have a
greater spread in REE concentrations with higher concentrations
below ∼1,500m (≤25.1 pmol/kg Nd) than in the surface waters.
Station IB4 on the Rockall-Hatton Plateau has the reverse trend,
with slightly lower concentrations at depth (∼16 pmol/kg Nd)
compared to the surface (∼18 pmol/kg Nd). The variation in REE
concentrations at each station is associated with clear changes
in temperature, salinity, potential density, dissolved oxygen
and nutrient concentrations (Table S2; see Discussion—Lateral
advection).
The exceptions to this pattern are the samples in the deep
Rockall Trough (F, O, P) with high REE concentrations (e.g.,
43–60 pmol/kg Nd), where samples were collected close to the
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FIGURE 4 | Concentration-depth profiles of selected REE to span the light (Nd), middle (Dy) and heavy (Yb) range. All concentrations are in pmol/kg. Error bars
represent 2σ uncertainty from repeat measurement of the BATS 2000m reference seawater during the study (Table 2). To note, surface waters from O and all 9G
samples were not filtered.
sediment surface (<40m above seafloor), and the coastal stations
(IB22/23, 9G) with exceptionally high REE concentrations (e.g.,
≤90 pmol/kg). The coastal stations show a linear increase in
REE concentration with depth that does not correspond to
the variation in beam transmission intensity (Supplementary
Figure 1). Furthermore, the deeper waters at 9G (unfiltered)
have lower concentrations than comparable depths at IB22/23,
which were filtered. Along this part of the UK shelf, open
ocean North Atlantic water migrates onto the shelf at depth
(Jones et al., 2018), supported by the high salinity (≥35.35),
temperature (≥9.6◦C) and density anomaly (≥27.27 kg/m3) at
depths below ∼75m. The low REE concentrations in these open
North Atlantic waters result in lower REE concentrations at
depth at 9G compared to IB22/23. The productive shelf waters
at 9G, collected in May/June, mean a component of planktonic
organisms is likely included in the sample. This is reflected by
the trend towards average marine biogenic carbonate REE in
Figure 9C (see discussion in section Source of Elevated REE
Concentrations in the Deep Rockall Trough Samples).
In contrast to the coastal stations, the REE increase at depth
in the Rockall Trough appears abruptly in the deepest samples at
each station and is associated with collection from water with a
high particulate load as determined from the beam transmission
data (Supplementary Figure 1). To note, IB4 has the strongest
decrease in beam transmission but no sample was collected from
within this layer. These samples with high REE concentrations
are discussed in section Source of Elevated REE Concentrations
in the Deep Rockall Trough Samples.
Normalisation to REE concentrations of Post-Archaean
Australian Shale (PAAS) is used to demonstrate the extent of
fractionation of seawater REE fromREE in the typical continental
source materials. Patterns of normalised seawater REE typically
reveal HREE (e.g., Tm, Yb, Lu) enrichment and LREE (e.g.,
La, Pr, Nd) depletion, due to preferential LREE removal from
solution onto particles relative to the greater stability of aqueous
carbonate complexes of the HREE (Cantrell and Byrne, 1987;
Byrne and Kim, 1990; Sholkovitz et al., 1994). We use the PAAS
values in Taylor and McLennan (1985) to normalise the EEL
data. This highlights: (i) reduced HREE enrichment in surface
waters, (ii) enrichment of all REE in deeper watermasses, and (iii)
exceptional MREE (e.g., Gd, Tb, Dy) enrichment in sub-surface
coastal waters (Figure 5). The lack of HREE enrichment in
surface waters relative to thermocline waters is more pronounced
in the Rockall Trough than the Iceland Basin, with the largest
difference noted in the data of both the coastal stations (IB22/23,
9G). As noted above, all the REE show increases with depth (with
the exception of IB4), although the greatest spread from surface
to deep in LREE and MREE (excluding the large increases at
depth at stations F, O, and P) is noted at station IB16. The coastal
station data show the greatest increases in normalised REE
profiles with depth (Figure 5). The Iceland Slope (IB22/23) data
have a pronounced positive Eu anomaly in the deepest sample,
reflecting the dominant mafic nature of Iceland’s geology. Similar
positive Eu anomalies were identified in seawater following
sediment interaction experiments using Icelandic particulate
material collected in rivers and estuaries (Pearce et al., 2013) and
in seawater surrounding Tahiti (Molina-Kescher et al., 2018).
DISCUSSION
Circulation Effects on REE Distribution
Water masses along the EEL are to a certain extent related.
However, the two most clearly differentiated by source region
are LSW and ISOW, originating in the North Atlantic subpolar
gyre and the Nordic Seas respectively. They are identified in the
2015 EEL data on the basis of their T/S, density anomalies and
dissolved oxygen concentrations (Figure 2, Table S2). Here we
evaluate the ability of the REE to fingerprint these watermasses in
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FIGURE 5 | REE concentrations normalised to the Post-Archaean Australian Shale (PAAS) values of Taylor and McLennan (1985) as presented in Freslon et al. (2014).
The BATS 2000m pattern (van de Flierdt et al., 2012) is shown for comparison in each panel (bold red line). To note, surface waters from O and all 9G samples were
not filtered.
the NE Atlantic and the stability of their REE signature over time
and distance by comparing to (1) a proximal record of ISOWREE
collected 16 years prior to this study (Lacan and Jeandel, 2004b),
and (2) a distal record of deep Labrador Sea Water (DLSW) REE
collected in 2013 at the site of formation in the Labrador Sea
(Filippova et al., 2017).
The HREE are reported in the literature as better tracers
of water masses than LREE (e.g., Zheng et al., 2016) within
ocean basins due to their longer residence times arising from
their stronger aqueous complexation and thus reduced particle
reactivity compared to the LREE (Cantrell and Byrne, 1987;
Byrne and Kim, 1990). However, the limited distances and
correspondingly short timescales for the movement of these
young water masses (ISOW and LSW) in the NE Atlantic in
this study limits the extent to which particle reactivity would
influence the distribution of the REE (with the exception of Ce).
We therefore assume the REE behave conservatively and mainly
reflect the lateral advection of the water mass, with alteration of
the REE signature chiefly attributable to mixing with other water
masses and extraneous inputs. In this section, we focus on the
preformed nature of REE at depth in the water column (below
the permanent pycnocline).
Temporal Record of ISOW
The ISOW data used for comparison to data in this study,
expressed hereafter as pISOW, were collected from the Faroe-
Shetland Channel (Stn 23 in Figure 1) in 1999 and represent a
mean of REE concentrations in waters sampled at three depths
(599, 800, 988m; Lacan and Jeandel, 2004b). Based on potential
density (Figures 2C, 3C), station IB16 “sees” ISOW at depths
of ≥1,500m, while along the eastern Iceland Basin the deepest
sample at IB9 (1,842m) is influenced by both ISOW and LSW
(Figure 3C). Of the two, IB16 has the strongest, least dilute signal
of ISOW because it lies immediately downstream of ISOW’s
passage through the Faroe Bank Channel, with a path length
between Stn 23 and IB16 being relatively short at ∼1,000 km. At
IB9, ISOW lies at greater depth and the potential density gradient
with the overlying LSW is shallower indicating more diffuse
recirculation and some mixing with LSW. This is observable in
Figure 3C by the greater deviation of the deep waters towards
LSW compared to IB16.
To test the similarity between ISOW collected in 1999
and in 2015, we first normalise REE concentrations at IB16
(1,550m), i.e., the sample with the strongest ISOW signal (i.e.,
σθ 27.85 kg/m
3), by the pISOW REE concentrations. This is
presented in Figures 6A,F (inverted light green triangles) with
a combined 2σ external error envelope of the IB16 (1,550m) and
pISOW samples. The same data are also normalised to DLSW
in Figures 6G–L for comparison. Presenting the data in this
way emphasises similarities between samples that are potentially
related to the origin of the water mass. The data match between
IB16 (1,550m) and pISOW is surprisingly good, reflected bymost
of the pISOW-normalised REE in the IB16 sample having a value
close to unity.
The similarity raises the question of how discriminatory the
REE are at identifying ISOW along the EEL. For example, is the
REE data match between IB16 and pISOW simply fortuitous?
Normalisation of all intermediate and deep (>700m) EEL station
data by pISOW reveals clear differences between the Iceland
Basin vs. the Rockall Trough and the Rockall-Hatton Plateau
(Figures 6A–E). As a first broad appraisal, these differences are
ascribed to the dominant presence of LSW in the Rockall Trough
and both LSW and ISOW in the Iceland Basin.
A more detailed appraisal of the pISOW-normalised values
within the Iceland Basin brings to attention sample depths that lie
above (IB16 1,686m) and below (IB9 1,502m) the error envelope.
The higher LREE and MREE concentrations observed in IB16
(1,686m) suggest interaction with sediments (Pearce et al., 2013;
Abbott et al., 2015b; Molina-Kescher et al., 2018), but this is
not supported by the beam transmission data, which do not
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FIGURE 6 | Normalisation by pISOW of (A–E) the 5 open ocean stations along the EEL and (F) DLSW and BATS 2000m. Normalisation by DLSW of (G–K) the 5
open ocean EEL stations and (L) pISOW and BATS 2000m. The error bars shown in (A–F) represent the combined 2SD from normalisation of IB16 (1550m, shown
in F) by pISOW, and in (G–L) are based on the combined 2SD from normalisation of F (1000-1499m) by DSLW. The REE concentrations are from the literature: BATS
2000m (van de Flierdt et al., 2012), pISOW (Lacan and Jeandel, 2004b), and deep (D)LSW (Filippova et al., 2017).
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indicate significant suspended sediment (discussed in section
Source of Elevated REE Concentrations in the Deep Rockall
Trough Samples). Rather the excess dissolved LREE and MREE
point to sediment interaction prior to arriving at IB16, possibly
during overflow through the Faroe Shetland and Faroe Bank
Channels. The sample that lies below the error envelope (IB9
1,502m) shows greater similarity to LSW. This is expected since
waters at this depth at IB9 are largely dominated by LSW (sample
σθ of 27.76 kg/m
3).
The shallower samples (e.g., IB16 750m, IB9 1,004m) in the
Iceland Basin also fall within the pISOW error envelope, despite
the unlikely presence of ISOW at these depths. Some of the LREE
andMREE are on the lower edge of the error envelope or below it
(Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd). However, the HREE show greater similarity to
pISOW. These samples lie within the pycnocline, which is weaker
in the Iceland Basin than elsewhere on the EEL (Figure 2C),
and have properties that are intermediate between surface and
deep currents (e.g., respectively σθ of 27.61 and 27.70 kg/m
3,
6.4 and 4.7◦C, 35.11 and 34.97 salinity). As the northeasterly
flowing, shallower WNAW ultimately contributes to the return
flow of underlying ISOW, we would expect similarity in the
HREE but a reduced match in LREE and MREE since the
higher concentrations of these in ISOW are postulated to be
acquired through sediment interaction during its return transit
at depth through the Faroe-Shetland and Faroe Bank Channels.
The Iceland Basin is also an area of water recirculation and
mixing, and these depths at IB16 and IB9 may reflect the mixing
of WNAW with both LSW entering the Iceland Basin from the
south and ISOW as it emerges through the Faroe Bank Channel
at relatively shallow depths (sill depth of 840m).
The similarity of the pISOW-normalised REE at IB9 (1,842m)
is problematic in that it shows values close to unity although the
potential density of the sample (σθ 27.80 kg/m
3) does not fall
in the range normally occupied by ISOW (i.e., ≥27.85 kg/m3).
This deepest IB9 sample also appears to lie within the potential
temperature and salinity range of LSW (Figures 2, 3). We can
use mixing proportions to identify the percentage contributions
of each water mass in this sample, assuming two-component
mixing. The LREE and MREE are the most discriminatory
based on the pISOW-normalised deep DLSW of Filippova et al..
(2017; Figures 6F,L; Table 1). The DLSW signature is based
on a mean of REE concentrations at stations 15.5 (1,700m)
and 17.5 (2,000m). Taking DLSW as unaltered LSW and IB16
(1,550m) as representative of ISOW, an average contribution can
be calculated of ∼80% ISOW and ∼20% DLSW in the LREE
and MREE (Pr, Nd, Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy) in the deep IB9 sample.
The calculation excludes La due to similarity in concentration
between ISOW at IB16 and DLSW (see Figure 6L), and Ce
because removal through oxidation makes it less reliable for this
purpose. This ratio of∼80:20 ISOW:DLSW in the REE is at odds
with the mixing ratio of∼20:80 ISOW:DLSW based on the more
conservative properties of potential temperature and salinity.
The disparity between the actual REE concentrations at IB9
(1,842m) and the hypothetical concentrations based on a mixing
ratio of ∼20:80 ISOW:DLSW reveals the largest increases in Ce,
Sm and Eu (25–28%), with lesser increases in the other LREE
and MREE (≤11%), and HREE (≤4%). On the assumption that
two-component ISOW:DLSW mixing is an accurate reflection
of the waters at IB9 (1,842m), this pattern of excess LREE and
MREE points to input of a sedimentary or pore water source to
the overlying water column, discussed in more detail in section
Source of Elevated REE Concentrations in the Deep Rockall
Trough Samples. The beam transmission data (Supplementary
Figure 1) also show evidence of suspended sediments over the
bottom ∼14m. Another mechanism to increase the REE at IB9
(1,842m), which is∼36m above the sediment surface, is through
particulate desorption of REE in the low beam transmission
zone and upward mixing. The impact of external inputs on the
distribution of seawater REE concentrations is discussed in more
detail in section Source of Elevated REE Concentrations in the
Deep Rockall Trough Samples.
Distal Record of LSW
More generally the pISOW-normalised LREE of intermediate
and deep EEL station samples lie below the 2σ error envelope
(Figures 6A–E), except the deepest sample at each of IB16,
IB9, F and O. The trend for the MREE is similar, with an
additional prominent Eu depletion relative to pISOW. Based
on comparison of characteristic water mass properties (Table 1),
these intermediate to deep depths at all stations are dominated
by LSW, and therefore the REE patterns would not be expected
to show similarity to pISOW if they are indeed discriminatory
of different water masses. This is further reinforced when the
REE concentrations in DLSW collected at source (Filippova et al.,
2017) are normalized by pISOW REE (stations 15.5 and 17.5
in Figures 1A, 6F). Both this DLSW and the LSW observed
along the EEL have shared features relative to pISOW of ∼15%
lower LREE concentrations (with the exception of La, which is
similar in pISOW, DSLW and BATS 2,000m), fairly prominent
depletions of 50% in Ce and 30% in Eu, and steadily rising MREE
to HREE concentrations between Tb and Lu.
In Figures 6G–K, we normalise the deep EEL data to DLSW
to provide a comparison to the other dominant deep water mass
encountered in the Iceland Basin and the Rockall Trough. The
error envelope in this case represents the combined external
error of deep waters at station F (1,000–1,499m) and DSLW
(stations 15.5 and 17.5). There are clear differences between the
two basins. Stations F and O have normalised values close to
unity (with the exceptions of the deepest samples), indicating
similarity to DLSW, and mostly fall within the error envelope
(Figures 6F,K). Similarities to DLSW are also observed at IB4.
At this station, the circulation pattern and origin of the deeper
waters (>800m) are not well constrained, with possible inflow
across the Rockall-Hatton Plateau from either the NE Atlantic
or from overflow across the Wyville Thomson Ridge (WTR;
Figure 1). The data presented here strongly suggest an origin in
the NE Atlantic and entry via the southern end of the Rockall-
Hatton Plateau. If the waters on the Rockall-Hatton Plateau were
sourced from ISOW, the LREE and MREE would be expected
to have significantly higher concentrations than observed. The
strong similarity between the average deep water at station
F (1,000–1,499m) and BATS 2,000m (Figure 6L) suggests a
common origin through mixing in the sub-polar gyre before
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divergence to the Rockall Trough and the subtropical gyre
respectively.
The clearest differences in DLSW relative to pISOW are the
lower LREE andMREE concentrations, defined by the depletions
in Ce and Eu, in DLSW (Figures 6F,L). We can explain these
differences by examining the origin of the water masses and
their pathways to the point of sampling. From the location of
formation in the Labrador Sea, LSW circulates in the NE Atlantic
and has less contact than ISOW with continental margins,
therefore with the marine sediments and pore waters that carry
elevated LREE and MREE in contrast to seawater REE (Abbott
et al., 2015b), before arriving in the Rockall Trough. The pISOW
on the other hand, travels through narrow channels such as
the Faroe-Shetland and Faroe Bank Channels. This provides the
opportunity to raise the LREE andMREE concentrations through
contact with sedimentary sources (Zhang et al., 2008; Pearce
et al., 2013; Abbott et al., 2015b), characterised by the higher Ce
concentrations and also the distinctly higher Eu from the regional
mafic geology (i.e., Faroe Islands, Iceland).
Source of Elevated REE Concentrations in
the Deep Rockall Trough Samples
The REE concentrations at depth in the coastal stations (IB22/23,
9G) and the Rockall Trough (stations F, O, P) are high (Figures 4,
5). These latter open ocean samples also diverge the most
from pISOW and DLSW (Figures 6D,E,J,K), supporting an
extraneous REE contribution. No such anomaly is observed in
the Iceland Basin (IB9, IB16) or the Rockall Hatton Plateau (IB4,
although no samples were collected from within the zone of low
beam transmission). The discussion in the literature on sources
of REE to the deep marine water column describes vertical
scavenging by particulate REE capture in surface waters and
release at depth (e.g., Tachikawa et al., 1999; Siddall et al., 2008). A
benthic flux from pore waters to the overlying water columnmay
also be important for the overall marine REE budget (Elderfield
and Sholkovitz, 1987; Haley et al., 2004, 2017; Lacan and Jeandel,
2005b; Abbott et al., 2015a,b), where vertical scavenging alone
cannot account for deep water REE concentrations (Elderfield
and Greaves, 1982). Similar to the benthic flux are REE released
into solution during sediment resuspension, through processes
of fine particle dissolution, dissolution of labile phases adhered to
the particles, and pore water release through disturbance of the
sediment (Jeandel et al., 1998; Zhang and Nozaki, 1998; Lacan
and Jeandel, 2005b; Arsouze et al., 2009; Pearce et al., 2013;
Stichel et al., 2015; Grenier et al., 2018).
The abrupt nature of the concentration change in the deep
Rockall Trough points to an upward flux rather than REE
desorption from sinking particulates, which generally shows a
steadier increase with depth (e.g., Hathorne et al., 2015). In
addition the main deep water masses (LSW, ISOW) are young
and the water column is not especially deep at the selected
stations (<2,000m), reducing the influence of dissolved REE
(and nutrient) accumulation through remineralisation. While
advective transport is the dominant process controlling REE
concentrations in the intermediate and deep ocean (Elderfield,
1988; Lambelet et al., 2016; Zheng et al., 2016), the restricted
nature of the Rockall Trough and its proximal location to the UK
shelf mean other processes are likely to dominate (Jeandel, 2016).
To highlight both the abrupt nature of the concentration
change in the deep Rockall Trough and the influence of
young water masses circulating in a relatively shallow water
column (e.g., <2,300m) in the northern Rockall Trough,
the ratio of increases at depth relative to surface water Nd
concentrations ([Nd]depthx/[Nd]surface) from stations along the
EEL are compared to Southern Ocean data in Hathorne et al.
(2015; Figure 7). This reveals a divergence in trends below
∼1,000m depth, with low relative increases with depth at the
EEL stations and larger relative increases in the Southern Ocean.
The exceptions are the deepest samples in the Rockall Trough
that show a steep concentration gradient and an increase in Nd
concentration relative to the surface waters that is similar to those
observed in the Southern Ocean at∼4,500m depth.
The most obvious reason for the elevated REE concentrations
is sample collection from depths where beam transmission is
reduced (Supplementary Figure 1), inferring the presence of
a benthic nepheloid layer and high particulate concentrations.
Based on beam attenuation data, this occurs as a layer ∼50m
thick above the sediment surface along UK slope (stations
O and P), decreasing to <14m in mid-Rockall Trough (F),
Rockall-Hatton Plateau (IB4) and Iceland Basin (IB9), before
disappearing completely in the NW Iceland Basin (IB16).
FIGURE 7 | The water column increase of Nd concentrations at depth relative
to the surface ocean ([Nd]depthx/[Nd]surface) for the 5 open ocean stations,
with comparison to selected stations in the Southern Ocean in Hathorne et al.
(2015).
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Similarly elevated REE concentrations have been noted at
depth in the Sagami Trough, Japan (Zhang and Nozaki, 1998),
and on the Mauritanian slope (Stichel et al., 2015), and
attributed to REE release from resuspended slope sediments.
Resuspension of sediments by currents has been noted in the
Rockall Trough, where currents are strong to moderate and
flow parallel to bathymetric contours (Lonsdale and Hollister,
1979).
Zhang and Nozaki (1998) postulated that if the REE are
chemical analogues to actinium, then the observed release (rather
than scavenging) of actinium from slope sediments (Nozaki
and Yang, 1987) may also operate for the REE. In this study,
the decreased beam transmission close to the seafloor confirms
sediment suspension, probably driven by current action that
would encourage desorption from resuspended sediments and
release of associated pore waters into the overlying water column.
The typically higher LREE and MREE concentrations in pore
waters, relative to seawater (Abbott et al., 2015b), would drive
those deep waters adjacent to the seafloor to acquire REE
profiles with higher LREE andMREE concentrations that deviate
from typical seawater values. Release of REE from suspended
particulates as the source of elevated LREE and MREE, rather
than pore waters, is also possible. Here we investigate the
potential of pore waters and sediment resuspension to act as a
benthic source of dissolved REE to the overlying water column
and evaluate the impact on seawater REE distribution.
Potential Sources
We use the relative differences in PAAS-normalised REE
concentrations (see caption to Figure 8) and their concentrations
to constrain the potential sources (Figure 8). Each of the REE
sources in Figure 8 represents an average for clarity, and hides
the range of MREE/MREE∗ and HREE/LREE associated with
specific phases. Both desorption from sediments and pore
water release are potential candidates for the elevated REE
concentrations observed in the deep water column samples.
An indirect analogy is the observation of nutrient release
during sediment resuspension experiments, which identified the
requirement of both desorption processes and pore water release
to account for the observed nutrient increases (Couceiro et al.,
2013). The deepest samples with high REE concentrations show
greatest similarity in the MREE/MREE∗ to labile Fe phases
and pore waters (Figure 8B). The relationship is less clear cut
with the HREE/LREE ratio because the REE sources (labile Fe
phases, sedimentary organic matter, Icelandic ash) are less well
differentiated by this ratio (Figure 8C), although the data are
clearly closer to the composition of these sources than typical
seawater (represented by BATS 2,000m and 15m).
Both the MREE/MREE∗ and HREE/LREE (Figure 8) show a
prominent kink in the trend at ∼20% height above seafloor (we
present relative depth in this figure to make the coastal station
data legible). This represents an artefact of the sampling depths
and not the depth to which the benthic nepheloid layer influences
the dissolved REE. The thickness of the decreased transmission
layer (≤∼50m) is significantly less than ∼20% height above
seafloor (i.e.,∼290–390m at F, O, P). Station IB4 has the greatest
decrease in beam transmission (80%) of all the stations, but no
apparent influence on the REE concentrations of the deepest
sample (985m) that is located above the decreased transmission
layer (top of layer is at ∼1,190m). As a general observation, this
suggests that the high REE concentrations observed in benthic
nepheloid layers do not “leak” significant REE into the overlying
water column. We observe no correlation between the thickness
of the benthic nepheloid layer (or low beam transmission) and
the REE concentrations of those samples collected within the
layer. However, there is a correlation between the extent of beam
attenuation and REE concentrations (Supplementary Figure 2).
More detailed sampling is necessary to constrain the full extent
of influence of the turbid layer on dissolved REE concentrations.
On the basis that the pattern of PAAS-normalised REE
concentrations is indicative of the phase or source, the “excess”
REE component in the deepest samples can be isolated through
subtraction of the overlying water sample to reaffirm the origin of
the elevated deep water concentrations (Figure 9). The Iceland
Basin and Rockall-Hatton Plateau samples show no significant
increase, with flat profiles and values close to zero, implying
no extraneous inputs of REE at these depths and locations.
The Rockall Trough and both coastal stations have positive
MREE anomalies, including a prominent positive Eu anomaly for
IB22/23 derived from the predominantly volcanic origin of the
sediments. The “excess” component in the deep Rockall Trough
and coastal samples has concentrations not dissimilar to seawater
but the source of the excess REE is not discernible because
the potential sources examined here have very similar PAAS
normalised profiles (Figure 9B). Examination of the Y/Ho ratio
(not shown) did not clarify the identification of the contributory
phases. However, on the basis that pore waters are derived from
a combination of Fe-rich phases, dissolution of volcanic ash, and
diagenesis of organic matter, we attribute the excess REE to pore
water inputs for the purposes of establishing mixing proportions.
Mixing Proportions
Considering pore waters as the source of excess REE in
the deepest water column samples, the REE composition
(MREE/MREE∗ and HREE/LREE) can be combined with
concentration data to determine the proportional input of pore
waters (Figure 10). Pore water concentrations can be highly
variable, but are generally at least one order of magnitude greater
than seawater REE concentrations (Elderfield and Sholkovitz,
1987). In the absence of pore water REE data specific to sediments
in the NE Atlantic at the time of sampling, we use the pore
water concentrations from Abbott et al. (2015b), which are from
a similar shelf to open ocean setting (Oregon margin, eastern
North Pacific). Mixing trends are calculated between pore waters
from shelf and deep ocean sediment samples, and BATS 15 and
2,000m seawater respectively, representative of seawater that
is unaffected by pore water contributions in both coastal and
open ocean water columns. The data are clearly differentiated
between the coastal station and deep Rockall Trough samples
with high concentrations, and the rest that have little apparent
contribution of pore water REE (e.g., ∼≤2% HREE from pore
waters; Figure 10). In this instance a pore water contribution of
the order of∼10% for both LREE and MREE is required, relative
to the BATS seawater, to account for the observed increase in
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FIGURE 8 | (A) The PAAS normalised REE concentrations presented as the MREE anomaly (MREE/MREE* = (Gd+Tb+Dy)/[(La+Pr+Nd+Tm+Yb+Lu)/2]) vs. the
HREE/LREE ratio ([Tm+Yb+Lu]/[La+Pr+Nd]). Sample depth presented as height above seafloor as a % of the water column depth vs. (B) MREE/MREE* and (C)
HREE/LREE. The REE source data (large circles) are collated REE concentrations representing different potential sources of REE in the marine environment, both solid
and aqueous phases: Bermuda Atlantic Time Series (BATS) reference seawater from 15m and 2000m water depths (van de Flierdt et al., 2012), biogenic carbonate
from warm water corals in the North Atlantic (Sholkovitz and Shen, 1995), marine sedimentary pore waters collected in the Northeast Pacific along the Oregon margin,
from cores in a depth transect (Abbott et al., 2015b), labile Fe phases (Bayon et al., 2004; Gutjahr et al., 2007; Du et al., 2016), sedimentary organic matter (Freslon
et al., 2014), Icelandic ash (Tepe and Bau, 2014). Details of average values used in this study are in Table S3. The pore water data (Abbott et al., 2015b) represent the
average REE concentrations in pore waters of the top 5 cm of sediment from cores HH200, HH500, HH1200, and HH3000, corresponding to water column depths of
202, 500, 1,216, and 3,060m respectively. The depth-related differences in pore water MREE/MREE* and HREE/LREE are more clearly seen in Figure 10. To note,
surface waters from O and all 9G samples were not filtered.
the deep Rockall Trough (F, O, P) and up to 25% at the coastal
stations (IB22/23, 9G), with the caveat that actual pore water REE
concentrations from the sediments below the EEL may diverge
from those of Abbott et al. (2015b). The higher contributions to
coastal station water columns are discussed below.
The four water column depths represented by the pore water
data of Abbott et al. (2015b) are 202, 500, 1,216, 3,060m, and they
display a depth-related range of REE compositions most clearly
seen in Figure 10B. The data from the deepest sites (F 1,825m, O
1,953m) form a trend defined bymixing between the deeper pore
waters and BATS 2,000m seawater, and not surface ocean water
(BATS 15m) and the shallowest pore water (202m). This trend
towards the deep data supports the observed variation in pore
water composition reported by Abbott et al. (2015b) and suggests
similar depth-related differences in pore water composition and
concentration are also present in the NEAtlantic. The reasons for
REE compositional gradients in pore waters are likely associated
with sediment composition, reflecting the input of both different
particle types and different amounts and reactivities of organic
matter to the seafloor to drive diagenetic reactions, as well as
current action and benthic activity that determines irrigation of
the sediments and therefore contributes to the redox status of the
pore waters.
When estimating the sedimentary REE contribution to the
water column, the effect of the spring bloom on the seafloor needs
to be considered. The samples in this study were collected in
late May/early June during the spring bloom. This represents a
period of increased transfer of organic matter to the seafloor and
heightened benthic activity (e.g., Honjo and Manganini, 1993;
Lochte et al., 1993; Pfannkuche, 1993; Rice et al., 1994; Hughes
and Gage, 2004). This in itself could increase the rate of transfer
of REE from sediment sources to the overlying water column
through bioturbation and bioirrigation. The start of the spring
bloom in 2015, defined here as the time at which chlorophyll-α
concentrations first exceed 0.5 mg/m3, is identified as late April at
stations F and O. This is based on satellite-reported chlorophyll-
a concentrations (http://hermes.acri.fr/) over the period January
to July 2015, and by using mean Chl-α at the pixel closest to
the station plus the five surrounding pixels on each side (±0.05
latitude,±0.075 longitude). Particulate fluxes associated with the
spring bloom are pulsed and rapid, with observed particle flux
transit rates of the order of 4-6 weeks (Lochte et al., 1993).
The sampling of stations F and O in June 2015 may therefore
have allowed sufficient time for material to reach the seafloor
from a bloom initiated in late April 2015. Therefore the REE
concentrations in the deep Rockall Trough observed in this study
may represent a temporary or seasonal shift.
A further consideration, as mentioned above, is the
resuspension of sediments by currents, which occurs along
the slopes of the Rockall Trough (Lonsdale and Hollister, 1979).
Sediment resuspension experiments noted significant increases
in nutrient release, especially silica, attributable to pore waters,
desorption and potentially microbial activity on particle surfaces
(Couceiro et al., 2013). These features are notable in the silica
concentrations in the deep Rockall Trough, and to a lesser extent
in phosphate (Figure 11). They are possibly linked to the silica
biogeochemical cycle dominated by remineralisation of diatom
frustules that are hypothesised to have high REE contents (Akagi,
2013). Taken together, diffusion, benthic activity and sediment
resuspension may result in enhanced sedimentary REE fluxes to
the water column. The seasonal aspect of the sedimentary source
of REE to seawater, as a response to the spring bloom, cannot
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FIGURE 9 | (A) “Excess” REEN in the deepest seawater samples to identify
the phase contributing excess REE concentrations to the water column,
calculated by subtracting the PAAS normalised REE in the overlying sample
from the deepest sample at each of the EEL stations (REEN deepest
sample—REEN overlying sample). (B) Potential sources of REE to seawater.
(C) The same as Figure 8, with the addition of the REE composition
(MREE/MREE* vs. HREE/LREE) of the “excess” REE at stations F, O, P, 9G,
IB22/23. References listed in caption of Figure 8. To note, surface waters
from O and all 9G samples were not filtered.
FIGURE 10 | Mixing plots of (A) MREE/MREE* vs. 1/MREE, and (B)
HREE/LREE vs. 1/HREE, to highlight the combined effects of REE composition
and concentration. The MREE/MREE* and HREE/LREE are calculated using
PAAS normalised data, and the non-normalised concentrations are used for
1/MREE and 1/HREE (pmol/kg). Data for BATS seawater (15 and 2,000m) are
from van de Flierdt et al. (2012). The pore water data are from Abbott et al.
(2015b) and represent the average REE concentrations in pore waters of the
top 5 cm of sediment from cores HH200, HH500, HH1200, and HH3000,
corresponding to water column depths of 202, 500, 1,216, and 3,060m
respectively. The shallowest and deepest cores are labelled in the figures, with
the intervening cores between these in depth order. Mixing lines are
represented by dotted lines between BATS 15m and pore waters at 202m
depth, and BATS 2000m and pore waters at 3,060m depth. The crosses on
the mixing lines represent pore water REE contributions of 2, 10, and 25% to
BATS 15m (HH200) and BATS 2000m (HH3000). The % contributions are
labelled for mixing between BATS 15m and HH200 in the top panel only for
clarity. To note, surface waters from O and all 9G samples were not filtered.
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be evaluated in this study and requires further sampling either
side of the spring bloom, when the diffusive flux and sediment
resuspension are likely to dominate.
The conspicuous differences between the water column
profiles of REE concentrations at the two coastal stations and
the five open ocean stations can be partly attributed to effects
related to water depth, e.g.,<200m vs.∼1,900m, with the caveat
for station 9G samples that were not filtered. The drivers of
diagenesis in the sediments are likely to be more intense on
the shelf, for example the reactivity and quantity of organic
matter input, the intensity of benthic activity, which shows an
inverse relationship with water depth (Henderson et al., 1999),
and sediment resuspension due to currents and benthic activity.
To establish a quantitative evaluation of the benthic flux (i.e.,
the cumulative effects of diffusion, benthic activity, sediment
resuspension), combined Nd isotope and REE concentration
measurements are required under different seasonal conditions.
Implications for Water Mass Identification
One last point to mention, based on inference from the REE
concentrations, is alteration of other deep water characteristics
when located in the benthic nepheloid layer (or decreased
beam transmission) and/or during heightened benthic activity
associated with the spring bloom. The REE concentrations in
those samples that lie within nepheloid layers demonstrate the
influence of pore water release and/or release from suspended
particulates on elevated LREE and MREE concentrations in
particular. What of the other measured characteristics, e.g.,
nutrient and dissolved oxygen concentrations, that may also be
present in different concentrations in pore waters compared to
seawater? The deep Rockall Trough REE data demonstrate up
to ∼10% contribution to the seawater REE load. This implies
other chemical characteristics of waters in the nepheloid layer
may also be shifted to higher or lower values, depending on their
concentrations in pore waters, with no significant alteration in
the defining properties of a water mass (i.e., temperature, salinity,
potential density). All measured nutrients are present in higher
concentrations in the very deepest parts of the eastern Rockall
Trough, especially silica (Figures 2, 11). More detailed sampling
of the lower water column and direct sampling and analysis of
sediment pore waters is needed to identify the influence of these
on deep water characteristics.
Biogeochemical Cycling of REE
Haley et al. (2014) identified a “bio-reactive pool” of REE present
in the surface ocean, characterized by noticeably lower HREE
concentrations. They attributed this to the indirect effects of
microbial cycling of iron, possibly as a consequence of the affinity
of dissolved REE for organic molecules and ligands associated
with iron reduction (Christenson and Schijf, 2011). The presence
of a “bio-reactive pool” goes some way to accounting for the
frequently observed absence of HREE enrichment that is typical
of surface ocean REE profiles (e.g., as observed in the tropical
South Atlantic; Zheng et al., 2016), when the expectation is
the opposite; i.e., that LREE are preferentially removed from
solution, compared to the HREE, due to the their greater particle
reactivity and also the relatively stronger solution complexation
of the HREE (Cantrell and Byrne, 1987; Byrne and Kim, 1990;
Sholkovitz et al., 1994). In this section, we examine the data
to determine how the pronounced decrease in dissolved oxygen
across the EEL relates to vertical cycling of dissolved REE between
the surface ocean and the permanent pycnocline, and if this can
elucidate on the “bio-reactive pool” of REE identified by Haley
et al. (2014).
Oxygen Depletion Zone (ODZ)
The Northeast Atlantic has an exceptionally productive annual
spring bloom that results in Fe limitation by the summer
months (Nielsdottir et al., 2009). The impact of the spring
bloom on the water column can be observed in the distribution
of dissolved oxygen concentrations, with a minimum at the
permanent pycnocline (Figures 2, 12). This ODZ is caused
by particles rich in organic matter from the surface ocean
that linger and decay during their downward transit to the
seafloor. In the Rockall Trough, the ODZ is further enhanced
by winter mixing that typically reaches depths of 600m, and
therefore not as deep as the ODZ (i.e., ∼800–1,200m in the
Rockall Trough), although it may reach ∼1,000m in severe
winters (Meincke, 1986). Lateral advection at these depths in
the Rockall Trough is low (Holliday et al., 2000), implying
a minimal inherited component of dissolved REE but also
a longer residence time of the water that equates to greater
potential to accumulate REE compared to elsewhere in the
water column. This is not the case in the Iceland Basin, where
the ODZ is shallower and more diffuse, and hence more
susceptible to obliteration by annual winter mixing and by lateral
advection. Also, at the time of sampling the spring bloom was
not as well developed in the Iceland Basin, with productivity
at least ∼4 times lower than in the Rockall Trough (details
below).
The combined effects in the Rockall Trough of
remineralisation of organic matter from the annual spring
bloom, restricted winter mixing depths (≤∼600m), and
minimal lateral advection, likely explain most of the marked
depletion of oxygen and/or maximal apparent oxygen utilisation
(AOU) values (Figure 12) and the local maxima of nutrient
concentrations (Figure 11). These have possibly accumulated
over several years until obliterated by mixing during the less
frequent severe winters. These effects are not observed in the
Iceland Basin because the ODZ is shallower and within the
depth range of annual winter mixing. While the dissolved
oxygen concentrations in the ODZ are not particularly low
(minimum value of ∼209µmol/kg), they are superimposed
on a background of much younger, well ventilated deep waters
(ISOW, LSW with >260µmol/kg) and the well mixed upper
water column. These features highlight the cycling of nutrients
along the EEL, with removal from the surface ocean during the
spring bloom and focused remineralisation of organic matter at
the permanent pycnocline, possibly with limited annual return of
the remineralised products to the surface ocean. The influence of
these processes on dissolved REE in the Rockall Trough between
the surface ocean and the permanent pycnocline is therefore
dominated by biogeochemical cycling, rather than advection or
extraneous inputs.
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FIGURE 11 | Depth variation of the nutrient concentrations (µmol/kg) at the 5 open ocean stations in this study. The lower panels show variation in Yb concentration
(pmol/kg) vs. each of the three nutrients (phosphate, total nitrogen, silica).
Differences in REE Between the Surface Ocean and
the Permanent Pycnocline—Concentrations and
Normalised Distribution Patterns
At each of the five open ocean stations, we took the REE
sample with the lowest oxygen concentration in the profile
and subtracted the surface water REE to highlight inputs or
accumulations of REE due to remineralisation at the permanent
pycnocline. The PAAS-normalised REE concentrations in the
surface and ODZ samples at stations F and O are shown in
Figure 13C. To note, the surface samples at O were not filtered.
The surface water REE are the very shallowest samples in the
dataset, i.e., within 12m of the surface. In the Rockall Trough,
these correspond to the thin veneer (<35m) of seasonally
affected waters (≥10.5 ◦C, σθ <27.16 kg/m
3), whereas in the
Iceland Basin colder and denser waters outcropped at the surface
(8.3 ◦C, σθ 27.34–27.38 kg/m
3) at the time of sampling.
We restrict this comparison to stations F and O, because the
Iceland Basin and Rockall-Hatton Plateau did not demonstrate
any significant trends. The (ODZ-surface) REE signal of these
stations show a depletion in Ce and fairly flat normalised profiles,
with up to∼10% higher REE concentrations at the ODZ than the
surface ocean. The absence of a strong remineralisation signal
is attributed to the shallower depth of the ODZ in the Iceland
Basin and Rockall-Hatton Plateau and the greater frequency
with which winter mixing obliterates the annual accumulation of
remineralised products. The accumulation of REE, therefore, is
less pronounced than in the Rockall Trough.
Biogeochemical Cycling of HREE in the Rockall
Trough
The key feature of the (ODZ-surface) data at stations F and
O is the nuanced increase in the HREE concentrations at the
ODZ relative to the surface ocean (Figure 13B). The depletion
in surface ocean HREE and the gain in HREE at the permanent
pycnocline requires a mechanism that specifically targets surface
water HREE complexation and removal to the pycnocline. An
increasing body of work has identified the external complexation
of HREE by functional groups on bacterial cell walls (e.g.,
Takahashi et al., 2005, 2007, 2010; Ngwenya et al., 2009, 2010),
the partitioning behaviour of which is illustrated in Figure 13A.
The HREE enrichment observed on bacteria cell walls is due
to the strong binding by multiple phosphate sites (Takahashi
et al., 2010), which is not as marked in the other REE. The
relative increase in partitioning with increasing atomic mass
can be interpreted as an indicator of bacterial activity. In this
case, the (ODZ-surface) data and the bacteria/water partition
coefficients have striking similarities (Figure 13), and suggest
biogeochemical cycling of HREE by bacteria in the water column.
It is noted that fish milt accomplishes a very similar effect
by an almost identical mechanism to bacteria, with preferential
HREE complexation to external phosphate functional groups
confirmed in salmonmilt (Takahashi et al., 2014). Fishmilt is also
likely to be present in the pelagic waters of the Rockall Trough
(e.g., blue whiting are known to spawn in this region, Hátún et al.,
2009). We cannot differentiate between these two possible agents
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FIGURE 12 | Depth variation of dissolved oxygen concentrations (µmol/kg) at the 5 open ocean stations in this study (left column). The apparent oxygen utilisation
(AOU; µmol/kg) is also shown for comparison (right column). Lower panels show nutrient concentrations (phosphate, total nitrogen, silica) vs. dissolved oxygen and
AOU (µmol/kg) at the same stations. The open symbols represent waters below the permanent pycnocline.
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FIGURE 13 | Comparison of (A) the REE partitioning behaviour from water to
bacteria, with (B) the PAAS-normalised difference between ODZ and surface
REE concentrations. For clarity, the 1SD propagated errors are shown for
station O data only. (C) The PAAS-normalised distribution profiles of F and O
showing only the surface and ODZ data to highlight the lower REE
concentrations in the surface waters. The REE partitioning data in (A) are from
Takahashi et al. (2005) and Takahashi et al. (2007), from experiments carried
out at pH 4 and I = 0.01M NaCl. To note, surface samples from O were not
filtered.
of HREE depletion, but the end result is likely to be the same with
either process, i.e., the preferential complexation and removal
from solution of dissolved HREE. Fish milt, if not converted into
fish spawn, is likely consumed, excreted and exported out of the
surface waters. Overall, the greater body of evidence for the rapid
increases in the bacterial population during the spring bloom
(discussed below) and the similarities in ODZ HREE enrichment
to seawater/bacteria REE partitioning behaviour suggest bacterial
cycling may be a significant process.
In support of a bacterioplanktonic origin of the relative HREE
enrichment at the ODZ, previous studies of the North Atlantic
spring bloom have identified a significant and highly variable
population of bacteria associated with the development of the
bloom (Ducklow et al., 1993), showing a five-fold increase after
initiation of the bloom that constitutes 20–30% of the particulate
organic carbon in the surface waters (<50m). We tentatively
propose that the (ODZ-surface) HREE signature observed in
this study reflects external sorption of HREE on bacteria in
the surface waters, removal of the bacteria to depth by sinking
organic matter, and the release of the HREE at the ODZ due to
decay of the bacteria. The presence of ODZ bacteria would result
in further HREE sorption at these depths. However, in this case,
the bacteria would need to be smaller than the filter membrane
pore size (0.4µm) in order for the signal to be captured in the
measured filtrate.
In summary, the (ODZ-surface) HREE signal is visible in
the Rockall Trough by virtue of a combination of factors.
The intensity of the spring bloom provides the organic
matter that drives the increase in both the surface water and
pycnocline bacterial populations. Satellite-reported chlorophyll-a
concentrations (http://hermes.acri.fr/) in May 2015 demonstrate
the difference in productivity between the two basins, with higher
concentrations in the surface of the Rockall Trough (2.4 and 1.5
mg/m3 at stations F and O) than on the Rockall-Hatton Plateau
(1.0 mg/m3 at IB4) or in the Iceland Basin (0.4 and 0.2 mg/m3 at
stations IB9 and IB16). The spring bloom also provides the source
of respirable material for oxygen consumption at the pycnocline,
resulting in a well-defined ODZ and nutrient maximum. Added
to these features, the restricted winter mixing andminimal lateral
advection at the depths of the ODZ in the Rockall Trough
(described above) mean vertical cycling results in a “distillation”
effect, preserving the signal of remineralisation of the REE in the
waters of the pycnocline.
The importance of bacteria as a proportion of total biomass
in the Rockall Trough during the spring bloom supports
the potential extent of this process in productive surface
waters. However, this needs further targeted investigation
to conclusively demonstrate the role that bacterial activity
plays in REE cycling, and if preferential bacterial HREE
uptake/release can account for the proportionally greater
increase in dissolved HREE accumulation with depth than the
LREE, and ultimately the convex shape of that increase (Schijf
et al., 2015).
As an addendum to this section about the biological effects
on dissolved REE fractionation, we mention the growing
evidence for REE involvement in bacterial processes (Martinez-
Gomez et al., 2016, and references therein) and the recent
observations of seawater LREE depletion associated with
methanotrophy following the Deepwater Horizon incident
(Shiller et al., 2017). The role of LREE (particularly La)
in these biological processes is an active one, rather than
the apparently more passive complexation of HREE by
phosphate functional groups on bacterial cell or fish milt
surfaces (e.g., Takahashi et al., 2010, 2014). Thus far, LREE
depletions have been identified in bacteria associated with
methanotrophy, and appear to be essential or superior to
Ca in the catalysis of enzymes in methanotrophs (Pol et al.,
2014). These and similar processes, while not significant in
the surface ocean along the EEL, may potentially be relevant
in the interpretation of REE variations in other locations
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that experience more extreme oxygen depletion or where
methanotrophs and similar bacteria are abundant (Pol et al.,
2014).
CONCLUSIONS
The two main deep water masses along the EEL, i.e., LSW
and ISOW, are readily identifiable and differentiated through
their LREE and MREE concentrations. The HREE are not
discriminatory in this instance. The REE profile of ISOW at
IB16 is remarkably similar to that of pISOW measured 16 years
prior, although the physical properties of the water mass are
slightly different. The REE profile of LSW across the EEL was
identifiable, relative to ISOW, by its characteristically lower LREE
and MREE concentrations, e.g., ∼15% lower LREE, prominent
depletion of Ce (50%) and Eu (30%). These discrepancies in
LREE andMREE concentrations most likely reflect their different
trajectories to arrive in the Iceland Basin and the Rockall Trough,
with circulation of LSW in the North Atlantic relatively free
of contact with continental margin sediments. By comparison
ISOW experiences channelling through the Faroe-Shetland and
Faroe-Bank Channels that brings it into contact with continental
margin sediments and other terrigenous inputs.
The elevated REE concentrations observed in the deep
Rockall Trough (but not the Iceland Basin) are attributed
to desorption from resuspended sediments and pore water
release to the overlying water column. This is based on the
similarity in REE composition between the “excess” component
identified in the deep samples and typical compositions of
pore water REE. In addition, the base of the water column at
these stations is characterised by decreased beam transmission,
typically associated with suspended particulates in benthic
nepheloid layers. The high REE concentrations are also possibly
a temporary feature as a result of enhanced bioirrigation and
bioturbation in response to the heightened flux of organic matter
from the surface ocean during the NE Atlantic spring bloom,
already underway by the time of the cruise. An estimated∼≤10%
contribution from pore waters to the overlying water column is
based on mixing between typical pore water and open ocean REE
compositions (MREE/MREE∗ vs. HREE/LREE). The presence of
high dissolved REE concentrations in regions near the seafloor
in association with high suspended contents raises the question
of how reliably these water masses can be characterised and
identified by these, or other, (geo)properties.
A role for the vertical bacterial cycling of HREE is tentatively
proposed based on clear similarities between the (ODZ-surface)
data and seawater/bacteria partitioning behaviour. The multiple
phosphate binding sites on bacterial cell walls preferentially take
up dissolved HREE from the surface ocean and release the HREE
into solution during focused remineralisation at the permanent
pycnocline. This accounts for the HREE depletion in the highly
productive surface waters of the Rockall Trough that, at the
time of sampling, were experiencing the spring bloom, and also
the relative increase in HREE at the permanent pycnocline.
We recognise that the conditions in the Rockall Trough allow
for a “distillation” effect to be preserved in the waters of the
pycnocline, which may not be present elsewhere.
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